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Dear committee Members and Contributors,

The NYISO appreciates the opportunity to contribute to the discussion on rule revision and rewrite. We look 
forward at the next meeting to discussing our example of a NYRSC Rule rewritten using the NERC template. As 
an example, a rewrite is of C-R1, Verification Testing of Resource Capacity, is attached.   The rewritten rule pulls 
together several disparate elements into one document: the requirements, the proof of compliance and the 
compliance monitoring. It also attempts to simplify language to essential elements. 

Also attached are the documents that the NYISO distributed at the May RRS meeting. These include:
1) The NYISO’s suggestions for the review and rewrite of the New York State Reliability Rules 
2)  NERC’s Standard Process Manual that contains “Elements of a Reliability Standard”, page 5 – 7. This presents 
a succinct summary of the essential elements of a well written standard.
3) “Ten Benchmarks of an Excellent Reliability Standard” – the title speaks for itself
4) “Market Principles” – NERC’s “how to” achieve reliability objectives without causing undue restrictions or 
adverse impacts on competitive electricity markets.

Jim Grant
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